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Amazing Art

Why do the women
here seem so hard
to please?

What do you think
is best about
Prairie View?

The Rev. Clarence
Talley has artful
talents.
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Prairie View A&M University

TAMUS Regents -Survey PV AMU
By Kevin Lyons
Editor-in-Chief
Student housing and health
care were highlighted by students and faculty at the Texas
A&M
University
System
Board of Regents fact finding
visit.
During the TAMUS hearing
held here last week, presentations by Prairie View faculty
and staff to the Regents focussed on the housing and health
care situations.
Pleas for
more housing funds apparently were emphasized after
Prairie View experienced an
overwhelming increase in
enrollment for the fall semester.
"We have an enrollment figure of about 6100 students,
and only room for 2800 on
campus residents," stated Dr.
Edward Martin, intern V.P. of
Academic Affairs. "We must
seriously address the situation of limiting the amount of
students we admit."
While faculty members
such as Martin and University
President Dr. Bryant expressed concerns over enrollment
limitations, PVAMU students
Fredricka Poindexter and

Marcell Thompson made statements regarding their own
housing problems.
"Suarez-Collins Hall is only
made for two people to live in
one room," said Poindexter.
"However, in my room and
many other rooms there are
three beds and only two desks.
This type of overcrowding
makes it very hard for me to
concentrate my efforts towards graduating this spring."
"Since the enrollment figures have steadily ri en
r
the past five years, it is obvious that Prairie View needs a
new
dormitory."
added
Thompson.
Along with the housing situation, Thompson also voiced
concern with the need for
adequate health care services
at Owens-Franklin health
center on campus.
"If there was a life or death
situation involving a student
here at PV, the student would
have to be transported some
40 miles to Tomball because
the local health center is not
equipped with emergency services."
The Owens-Franklin health
center is staffed with one full
time M.D., and two others

The Regents Ponder An Issue

whom work on a contractual
basis. However, the facility is
only equipped to handle minor injuries. Thompson stated
that more equipment may
have saved the life of Brad
Wright.
Wright died of asthma, in
Spring 1988, after hospital officials reportedly were not able
to provide him with oxygen.
Douglass DeCluitt, Chairman for Academic Campuses in
the TM'lUS said that along
with housing, hca t ar will
be a top priority for the Regents when they discuss priorities for Prairie View.

Other needs that were voic- stige lobbied for funds to
ed towards the Regents includ- create more innovative struced:
tured programs for the Hon*Increased Hispanic Enroll- ors College.
ment: Prairie View Alumnus,
*Keep Mission of PV Intact:
Viola Ramos said that pro- Faculty Rep., Dr. Willie Trotty
grams need to be established expressed his perception that
to increase an hispanic enroll- TAMUS is using Prairie View
ment ofless than one hundred for its own gain, instead of
here at PV. Amongst them Prairie View using the
were the implementation of TAMUS. Trotty feels that
more Hispanic staff, and more some of the campus beautificafinancial
incentives
for tion perna-ps -was done to
Hispanic students.
attract students, instead of
*Increased Number of Grad- benefitting students already
uate Students in Benjamin here. Trotty also voiced conBanneker Honors College:
See 'Regents,' pg. 5
Pol-Sci. Prof., Dr. Jewel Pre-

Date Rape: A P.V. Epidemic?
consumed alcohol or drugs.
possible.
She also stated that less than
~all the police immediately.
half of the date raped victims
•File a report first and then
The Department of Social Work- will ever report the crime decide later ifyou want to prosecSociology focused on Date Rape because they fear humiliation, ute.
•call a friend or relative for
and Sexuality Thursday, Septem- peer rejection, and public disbelsupport
ber 14, in the Johnson-Phillip All iliiifill.- - - - - - - - - •
•no not shower, douche or
Faiths Chapel.
"The female student is
change
clothes before you underInformation on Date Rape was subjective to verbal or
go
a
rape
test because you might
presented by panelists' Dr. Mar- physical rape every 10
damage prosecuting evidence.
ilyn Hamilton, Mr. Ken Mask, minutes."
•seek therapy from a Rape
Ms. Darlene Gilmore and Mrs.
-Thelma Pierre Crisis Center.
Thelma Pierre. Other members
11
No one is guranteed safety
involved in the symposium were -A·c-·c·o·rd111i_n_g_t_o...D
r·.·n•a·m-i111lt·o-n,
from
date rape occurence but
Mrs. Brenda Lorrick and Dr. date rape hurts more because
Sarah B. Williams.
the victims trust is violated by a there are ways to avoid it
'Trust your instincts. lfyou get
Despite the cry of "No", 24 friend, relative, boyfriend,
bad vibes from a male don't go
percent of male university stu- instructor, etc. The victim suffout with him.
dents are sexually aggressive, ers a tremendous amount of guilt
'Drink in moderation.
according to psychologist Geor- afterwards. She blames herself
'Enjoy first few dates in public
gia Witkin-Lanoil, PhD. As a for the tragic incident As a
places.
result, Date Rape, sex forced result she feels helpless and
'Don't play around with 'NO'.
upon a unwilling partner who is alone.
No means No ... lt's just that cut
acquainted with the assailant, The victim doesn't have to feel
and dry.
has increased rapidly on college that way anymore. As Mrs. PierDate Rape is a crime that must
campuses.
re emphasized, it's important to
On our campus alone the fem- realize that you're not the first not prevail at PVAMU or other
universities. As the panelists
ale student is subjective to verb- victim nor the last
indicated,
the only way to elimal or physical rape every 10 Ms. Gilmore explains some
inate
such
a crime is by educatminutes, according to Mrs. Pier- procedures to follow if you
ing
the
student
body on Date
re. One third of all the males become a victim of date rape.
committing sexual abuse have •Get to a safe place as soon as Rape issues.

By Kimberly Tyrance
Newsweek Editor
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BRIEFLY
NEWS
In cooperation with PVAMU, the U.S. Department of Agriculture
presented a Careers in Agriculture exhibit Wednesday, September
20. The display was located in Alumni Hall from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The exhibit consisted of individual displays by eighteen USDA
agencies. In addition to special appearances by the Forest
Service's Smokey the Bear, representatives of the Animal Plant
Health Inspection Service (APHIS) Beagle Brigade demonstrated
the techniques used to uncover contraband agricultural products
being transported into this country illegally.
There was an additional demonstrations by specialists from the
Agriculture Marketing Service (AMS) on grading various commodities such as eggs, cotton, fruits and vegetables. Representatives of
the Food Safety Inspection Service (FSIS) conducted demonstrations showing the techniques used in identifying contaminated and
diseased food products.

The Texas A&M University System Board or Regents recently
approved 'Prairie View MM University's budget for fiscal year (FY)
1990, in addition to budgets for the other system universities,
agencies and offices. The PVAMU budget for FY 1990 is $57,772,231.
This represents an increase of9.2% over last year.
The largest individual budget item is $12,610,882 for Resident

Instruction. Faculty and staffincreases averaged 5 percent Among
budgeted special items include $1,940,000 for academic scholarships, (as well as an additional $427,543 for scholarships, $221,400
for student nurse stipends, and $136,820 for scholarships and
recruitment of non-black students). In addition, the Benjamin
Banneker Honors College was funded for the first time from state
appropriations, for $50,000. The amount of$267,986 was allotted for
library acquisition.
In another first, the legislature is funding the university's
Cooperative Extension and its public service programs, providing
$100,000 for that purpose.

PANTHER ADS
MAKE CENTS
STUDE T ACTIVITIES

9/27 Organization Opcn-House--6 to lOpm--Memorial Student Center
9/29
Regency--Concert/Dance Party--7p.m.--TBA
9/30
"Cotton Bowl Classic" PV/Grambling--7p.m.--Dallas, Texas
10/5 Music-Video "The Ultimate Recording Experience--MSC--6pm
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY TRACK

9/22
9/30

Prairie View lnvitationals--Prairie View
Southern Methodist Universtiy--Dallas. Texas
10/6
University of North Tcxas--Dcnton, Texas
ME 'S CROSS COU:'\TRY TRACK
9/23
Prairie View Invitational--Prairie View
9/30
Southern Methodist University--Dallas, Texas
10/6
University of Texas San Antonio--San Antonio, Texas
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

University of Texas at San Antonio--San Antonio, Tx.--7p.m.
Stephen F. Austin--Nacogodoches, Tx.--7p.m.
Sam Houston State Univcrsity--Huntsvillc, Tx.--7p.m.
McNecse State University--Prairie Vicw--7:30p.m.
•••••••Football Schedule and R~lts on page

Now showing at a theatre near
Guy (l.), Monte (r.)
you... "Malcolm X: Struggle for
Hey stupid! Having trouble in
Freedom" and Spike Lee's first
the classroom? Then you need to
film, "Joe's Bed-Stuy Barber- showing in the upcoming get to know Ms. Lora Williams
shop: WeCutHeads". TheKuum- months...and while you're in the Ms. Williams currently serves as
ba House Theatre's black film neighborhood, check out the coordi natorofthe Tutoring/Studfestival is in progress. The Amistad Bookplace next door. y/rest Skills Laboratory. She has
Kuumba House is working tow- Amistad is a bookstore designed the responsibility of designing
ards becoming the first full-sev- with Afro-American culture in and implementing the ALRC's
ice black movie cinema in Houst- mind.
University wide tutorial proon. Stop by the theatre on La
gram .
Branch at Main to see what's

••••••••••••

PANTHER STAFF
Kevin Lyons

Editor-in-Chief

Kimberly Tyrance
ewsWeek Editor
If the sum of all starlight that falls on the Earth could
be concentrated in one object, it would equal a 100-watt
bulb seen from a distance of 613 feet, or the length of
two football fields.

1•••••••

Don Gray
ViewPoints Editor

Cheryl Malone
Mike Scott
Photographers

MILESTONES
September 28, 1980: Dr. Danny

UPCOMING EVE TS

10/3

Copy Editor

••••••••••••

FISCAL AFFAIRS

9(29

By Angela Wilson-McGrath
During homecoming, look for
Esther Lewis. Lewis, a junior
education major, will be representing the Eta Beta Chapter of
Delta Sigma Theta here on campus. You'll see her smiling face
in both the Homecoming Parade
and the Coronation. Pageantry
is nothing new to Lewis, who has
participated in similar activities
such as; reigning queen of the
Ms. Fashion Affairs Teen Contest She also competed in the
1988 Ms. Black Houston Pageant
The Deltas will support Lewis,
Miss Delta Sigma Theta and
Mary Ann Palmer, Miss Prairie
View by serving as hostesses at
the Coronation Ball.

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Jenkins
will save $1700 this semester in
student fees because of a few
friendly Fort Worth people.
That's right, the Prairie View
A&M University Alumni Chapter
of Fort Worth, Texas has awarded Guy and Monte Jenkins
scholarship money for the 198990 school year. Guy, a Junior
comminications major, will have
$1500 applied to his fees. Monte,
a freshman engineering student
is the recipient of a $200 book
scholarship.
The Jenkins' are from Fort
Worth, Texas.

••••••••••••

9/26
9/28

Prairie View Will Benefit from Super Collider

Roy Kelly, professor of music at
PY, made his debut at New Yorl4
City's Carnegie Hall. In his 60
minute performance, Dr. Kelley
performed works by Hayden,
Beethoven, Chopin, and Schoenberg.
September 1986: Classes located in Hilliard Hall were relocated for the fall term due to an
August campus fire. One-half
million dollars worth of damage
was done by PV student
Reynauld
Washington.
Washington, who was reportedly
irritated by what he believed to
be an undeserved grade, decided that Hilliard Hall was the best
place to vent his frustrations.

CAMPUS CRIME
September 12, Complainant

reported that he had been roobed by unknown subject(s) while
he was delivering pizza on campus
September 17, Subject was

observed making a U turn in
Physical Plant parking lot and
failed to atstop sign. Subject was
issued a citation.
September 17, Subject failed to
stop at a stop sign. Subject was
issued a citation.

n.
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Pa11tMr II I 1rudca1 puhlic11t100 00 lhc
PVA.\!U c:ampu.,. It II pruned bo-moalh!y u,d
1c.nc1 u • tool for 1tudcau to act lwuU on
rrain101 ua lhc Jou.rnal11rn field. View,
cxpruad ID n. Pa""-, dR DO( KCC-u.nly
d!ioc of lbe uni-..ers1ty, the Tuu A&.\{ Board
of Re,caLJ or the. Tuu AAM t:a,-..cn 1 ty
Sy11£m.

Charisse Galloway
LifeStyles Editor

Rudy Reynolds
Advertising Editor
Angela Wilson-:vlcGartb

Kimetris Baltrip
Rosalyn Antoine
Copy Editors

The fu ture is at hand.
Prairie View A&M University
is now the first choice site
for a Particle
Det.ector
Research Center (PDRC), the
first in the south and the second in the United States. The
project is an $8 million facility
that will provide much needed research for the superconducting super collider (SSC)
scheduled for placement at
Waxahachie, Texas. For the
first phase of the project, the
center will be hou sed in existing university facilities, says
Dr_Dennis J_ Judd, head of the
PVAMU High Energy Physics
Group. "But," he adds," the

long term project will r equire
further physical expansion."
"The center is needed
because accelerator technology has surpassed detector
capability," says Dr.Ju dd. The
PDRC is a facility needed to
provide key research into
invisible, primordial particles and for the development
of technical equ ip ment for the
experimentation needed to
detect such particles. Further
research into these particles,
su ch as quarks, ph otinos and
the elusive Higgs Boson, a
part icle named for British
physicist Peter Higgs that exists only in theory, is needed to
complete what scientists call
the Standard Model of elementary particles and forces.

YoURFUTURECALLING...
. .. with an invitation to j in MCI
with a career that reaches beyond the

boundaries of tomorrow's technology.
At MCI, you are an integral part of our team from the
very beginning. As a young company with progressive
ideas. we continually achie,·e success because of our
faith in the abilities and a piration of our employees.
Our firm belief in the indi,idual as number one allow
you to tum your visions into realities by applying your
skills immediately and contributing directly to the future
of telecommunication technology.
We are actively seeking new graduates with visions for
the future ... in the present. MCI offer continuous
opportunities for growth and expansion, beginning with
a progressiYe in-depth training and orientation progra'!1,
excellent starting salaries, and numerous company-paid
benefits.
Prerequi ites include a bachelor·s degree in Electrical
Engineering, Engineering Technology, Computer c1ence. ;vlath. tatistics, or Physics. Must possess
excellent communication and interper onal skills,
and work effectively in a team environment.

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Prairie View A&M
Friday, September 22, 1989

Support Staff

Yolanda Armstrong
Miles K. Brooks
Ancheska English
Francine Frazier
Toniya Hart
Sonya Haynes
Adrienne Henderson
Todd Moore
Valjean Shaw
Tammie Singletary
Jerold Smith
Claudia Sutton
Rebecca Turner
Felicia M. Woodard
Linda Crouder
Ms. Penny Williams
Advisor

Dr. J udd has said that PVAMU hold in the technological th e support of othe r s, includis best suited for the center world will draw additional top- ing the late Congressman
because of its on-going ele- notch staff members and stu- Mickey Leland, h as bee n promentary particles resear ch, dents, and will cau se the prosing that Prairie View, as
su plemented by a $200,000 fed- expansion of post-graduate, the principal research institueral granl PVAMU and Rice undergradu ate and sch olars tion, be award e d a large part
University are the only two programs at the university, of that funding_ The decision
u niversities in the state that adds Dr. Judd. The education- on th is is pending and a press
al and phys ical aspects will conference will be scheduled
conduct such stud ies.
The P DRC brings increased both benefit from increased by th e City of Prairie View, in
funding with it to PVAMU. and new funding sou rces due cooperation with the PVAMU
This money w ill, of cou rse, to the PDRC, say unive rsity High Ene rgy Group, in the
help the physics, math and officials.
very ne ar future.
The PDRC will bring nationDr. Judd, supported by sevscience departments, but it
will also benefit the u niversity eral key e lected and non-elec- al attention to P rair ie Vie w
as a whole, says a variety of ted officials, is currently com- A&M through technological
facu lty and administrators.
mu nicating with a committee advances d ue to the research,
The n ational esteem paid to in Dallas that was tasked with as well as, through the a dvPrair ie View will a id in the d istribution of the $1 bil- ances
in
education
increasing the funds contr- lion dollars that the Texas throughout the south.
A
ibuted to the university. The voters allocated for the SSC cooperative program that
new p lace Prairie View will project, $50 million of which includes grades K-12 in the
has been earmarked for related research. Dr. Judd, with
See 'Super,' pg. 5

Impact the face of tomorrow·s technology, today ...
with '.\1Cl. Visit ,·our Placement Office to sign up for
0 \ -CA.\ lPl! L~TERVJE\\"S. Or. end your resume m
confidence to: College Relation Department,
:\ICI 'lelecommunication
Corporation.
.tOO International Parkway,
I
Richard on, TX i50 I.
,\n Equal Opportunity
Employer '.\1 F H ,·.

MCI!i

Let us show you:

Engineering Exce\\ence
By Rebecca Turner
StajJWriter

Excellence- The continuous
pursuit to be the best Th is is
the m otto of the College of
Engineering and Architecture. It has the largest Black
Engineering enrollment of
any university, and continues
to be one of the largest producers of Black American E ngineers in the nation_
What makes this college one
of the most highly respected in
the nation?
Academic excellence is the
key. The central mission of
the College is to produce gradu ates who are equipped for
leadership roles in a technological society. The gr aduates
will play a vital part in the
quality oflife and the advancement of society in their chosen
profession. Significa ntly, the
College meets this challenge
with a commitment to academic excellence. The goal is to
produce graduate students
who will not only excel technically, but practice engineering with the highest level of
ethics and standards.
Currently, the College offers degree programs in Architecture, Chemical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and Mechani-

cal Engin ering. Th a verag

enrollment is over 950 students, wi th approx i mately 300

freshman
s tudents
and
women consis ting about oneforth of the total e nrollment
The dedicated fa culty and
students has always made the
college look brighl The college focuses on the u ndergradu ate degree p rogr ams, with
specia lities in teaching and
research. It is one of three
universities honored by former President Reagan, The
White House, Office of Scie nce and Technology Policy,
and U.S. DepartmentofEducation. The college h as received
nu merous scholars hip grants,
rese arch grants, and laboratory e quipmenl I n the r ecent
past, students have received
awards in Washington D.C.
The College of Engineering
and Architecture continues to
have the largest enrollment of
the most highly talented students in its history. The college will always excel in its
highest standards. The College of Engineering and Architecture: Excelling in producing multi-talented students
for the future.
This report is one in a series.
The College of Business will be
analyzed in the October 6 issue.
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The Rev. Clarence Talley, Sr.; Amazing Art

Are PV Women Winning The Dating Game?
By Ancheska English

The past academic year has publication by School Art
been a full one for Rev. Clar- magazine,and in July, he was
ence Talley, Sr. His year beg- featured on Llord Gite's
an in September with a promo• "Black Voice" on Channel 26
tion to Professor of Art at TV.
Prairie View A&M University
He was selected to be a juror
and ended in August with a forthe6thAnnual BlackArtist
group exhibition at the Exhibition in Austin, sponsorArlington Art Museum called ed by the Black Art Alliance.
"Multi-cultural
Visions." An alliance spokesman said
Along the way, Talley's year that Talley, "is one of the
included several honors, a TV strongest and most interesting
appearance, publication of an black painters in Texas. He
article,and numerous exhibi- has combined an easily flowtions throughout the state. He ing painting style with realisshows no sign of slowing down. tic images to project the black
Talley, who is primarily struggle and the essential natknown for his vivid acrylic ure of his people."
paintings, was named one of
Commenting on Talley's use
the top 10 artists of 1988 by the of Biblical and African motifs
Dallas Weekly newspaper. He and stylized human forms, he
was also listed in Art in Amer- added "His painting is an art
ica magazine's 1988-89 annual of affirmation: of creating
guide to galleries, museums abstract art from observaand a:ct.\sts for his exhibition Uons; affirmation of faith;
a\. \.he Centenary College Mag- amrmahon of the continuity
ale Library Gallery in Shrev- of the family."
eport, La. Talley's work has
During the past academic
also been accepted in the Cor- year, Talley has had his work _
pus Christi Visual Arts Slide exhibited by PVAMU as well
Registry. In addition, an as by the Forest Green Librupcoming 1989 issue of Ameri- ary and the Ann Taylor Gallecan Artist magazine will ry in Dallas, the Benz Gallery
include Talley in its "Illustrat- of Floral Art at Texas A&M
ed SurveyofLeadingComtem- University, the Art League of
poraries." He recently won Houston, the John B. Cade
Honorable Mention in the 7th Library at Southern UniversAnnual Juried Black Artists; ity in Baton Rouge, La., The
Exhibit at the Carver Museum Texas A&M University System
in Austin, Texas.
office in Houston the Wichita
In October, Talley's article Falls Museum and Art Center
"Three Dimensional Mont- the Hockley Community Cent:
ages" was accepted for er, and in Houston Diverse

Clarence Talley, Sr.

Works and Treebeards Galleries.
Talley has received considerable critical praise for his
work. Wichita Falls Times
Record News reporter Lynn
Hoggard said, "His messages
tend to be religious and/or
political. They are expressed
in melliflous layerings of
acrylic forms that emphasize
both the message of the work
and its purely visual impact."
The curator of the Dallas
Museum of African-American
Life and Culture has called his
work "both visually stimulating and mentally challeng-

ing." Bryan Eagle reviewer
Mary Saslowwas also impressed with his technique: "The
sense of risk and energy give
these works vitality."
Vitality also describes Clarence Talley's career--pursuing his objectives with enthusiasm, openness to new experiences, and determination. Several pivotal moments in Talley's career illustrate these
qualities.
Probably the first occurred
in a third grade class in his
hometown of Alexandria, La.
A student sat next to him
drawing stick figures. "I
remember being fascinated by
what I saw, because he could
make his figures come alive
and look real. So I asked him
to show me how it was done. It
was a lesson I never forgot."
He later drew Batman and
Superman pictures and began
producing backdrops for
school plays. By the ninth
grade, he was winning district
and state competitions.
Later he received degrees
in art for Southern University
in 1973 and from Louisiana
State University in 1975, when
he joined the PVMiU faculty.
His primary media are painting in acrylics, which he prefers over oils; watercolors;
wood sculpture; and assemblage pieces.
Another pivotal time was
his participation in a Caribbean-American Exchange Pro-

gram when he gave a traveling
exhibition in the West Indies
and Caribbean Islands. He
was impressed with African
influences on the culture and
language, and he incorporated these influences into his
work. The Caribbean tour
also impressed Talley with his
own good fortune. "The tour
emphasized for me how blessed I was to live in good conditions, when there was so much
poverty in the world."
The recipient of numerous
awards during his career, Talley has appeared in Who's
Who in the South and Southwest, Outstanding Young Men
of America, American Artists
of Renown, and Men of
Achievement.
As a teacher, Talley stresses
to his students the need to
develop a professional attitude about their art and to
build a reputation. While most
of his students get degrees in
art education and teach
school, he has had a number of
pupils who ventured successfully into the art world. These
include Lionel Lofton, who
went on to receive his MFA
from the University of Houston at Clear Lake; David
McGee, employed by the Contemporary Art Museum in
Houston; and Kenneth Carter,
former head of graphics for
the City of Gary, Ind. and now
display coordinator for Fingers Furniture Store.

Career Day Festival Kicks off Recruiting at PV
By Valjean Shaw
Sta.ff Writer
The recruitment season
for Co~p and Intern students
begins this week, kicking off
with the 19th Annual Counseling and Career Festival in the
Baby Dome, Wednesday, September 20th.
In the Anderson Building
where recruitment and interviewing takes place under the
direction and assisstance of
Mrs. Brenda Lorick, Mr. Larthia Duhnam and Mrs. Glenda

Ford, students have begun to
fill the halls to update
resumes, review interview
films and to receive present
information on the company
they hope will employ them
during the summer.
Students, I know that when
you think of Co-op or Intern,
companies such as General
Motors, Ford or Exxon automatically comes to mind. I am
aware that these are THE
companies to work for, but
have you ever considered
working for the CIA? Yes, the

CIA, The Central Intelligence
Agency. The Agency which
"se~es the United States as
an invaluable source of information on trends and current
events abroad."
The CIA offers as many
opportunities as any other
major company and the
experience you would receive
is just as good. More importantly, aside from focusing
primarily on education, the
agency concentrates also on
future employment for those
Interns and Co-op students

who've" got what it takes."
The six Intern and Co-op
programs are each unique
and all offer an opportunity
for a rewarding and fulfilling
summer. The programs vary,
but they also offer professional, personal and social growth.
There are programs for the
undergraduate, the scholar
the student trainee, the minor:
ity undergraduate, the student who needs

financial

assistance (who dosen't need
financial help?) and the bookworm.

If selected to work for the
Agency under the Tuition
Assistance Program during
the summer, the student's last
year of tuition could be covered by the Agency.
If the above fact alone dosen't interest you, I take it that
you enjoy fighting with the
Financial Aid Department
here on campus. But, if you
are interested and would like
to receive more information
on the CIA, contact: Mrs.
Glenda Ford in the Anderson
Building and discover what
the CIA has to offer you!

Staff Writer
The dating game on this
campus is a competition with
no rules yielding both surprises and rewards. Women
say enormous patience is
needed to deal with the men
here while the men say all
that's needed is a car and
some cash. Coming to Prairie
View means going from prince
to pauper for some. A freshman male business major explains.
"When I was in high school,
I had access to a car and a job.

I had money to go out every
weekend. When I meet a girl
here, the first thing she wants
to find out is if I have a car on
campus and if I have access to
alot of money. When I say no,
she acts uninterested. I've
figured out it's cheaper to
hang out with the fellas."
A junior female biology major disagrees, "I'm not materialistic, I just hate to be
bored. Of course I'd rather be
with a guy who has a car so we
can at least go to McDonald's
sometimes."
Her best friend, a junior
female business major dee-

lares, "Dating on this campus
is null and void. About all you
can do is walk around campus
with your guy, go to his room
or he can come to yours. It's
the same routine semester after semester."
It doesn't have to be that
way!
Ken turned his room in Holley Hall into the Spaghetti
Warehouse when he prepared pasta and french bread for
his girl. Craig prepared a
picnic lunch, picked a shade
tree and had the perfect date.
Both guys say cash and a car
are not vital to a good date but

they do agree:
Students
without cars have to be creative. Ken and Craig also say it
takes a quality lady to apppreciate
home-made
outings
instead of evenings with high
price tags.
"It's not that I don't want to
wine and dine my girlfriend or
that she doesn't deserve it,"
says Ken," I just don't have the
funds. The only income I have
is what my parents and
grandparents send me."
There are plenty of shade
trees on campus and making a
special dinner for a special
person is an excellent yet econ-

omical idea. There are also
other events on campus that
could prove to be perfect outings such as talent shows,
plays and musicals. These
usually cost less than five dollars and they're all in walking
distance. Besides, hanging
with the fellas is taking the
easy
way
oul
In the long run, being rich in
personality and creativity will
be better than having a fat
wallet and a 'live' ride. It's not
that women at Prairie View
are hard to please ... maybe
you're just trying to please the
wrong ones.

Super Collider to Benefit Prairie View A&M University A Great Deal
Continued from pg. 3

Texas Southern, Texas A&I,
Texas El Paso, North Carolina
A&T, Alabama A&M, Florida
A&M, Atlanta Clark, and
Southern University, has
been initiated, according to a
study done by Gold Line Man-

officials and minority organizations over the ignoring of
the minority community and
community, as well as, a systhe significant contributions
tem of knowledge sharing
it could make in respect to
through tutorial programs
these types of projects, was
and workshops connected
expr s d during th
it
with other historically minor- agement Company.
selection for the SSC and relatSome concern by elected ed research facilites. The majity universities, including
or concern for the nation as a
whole lies in the fact that by
the year 2015, one third of the
population of the United
States will be made of minority groups. With concern over
llus is no nn.hnary desk job h c,111 plll yoll al 1hc wn1rols of nn f'-1~ Tomca1 - rcauy
the country's global competa111 caiapuh off 1hc deck of a Na,y ,J11 ,a al lull 1hrn11lc Or hm-crrng in a Navy
tive position in mind, several
hdiw p1er 01cr 1hc Oigl11 Jeck of a fngJ1c ,11 ,ca
aspects of society are being
;\ny 11·,1,· you nr,
,,.11hcn )\Ill fl y, al'y, your
examined, including educac.1recr 1, gmng 10 1ake nff
tion and the opportunities for
Fi r~I. a, a NJ1·1 olficcr
gaming 1hc k111J of lcaJ ·
minorities in the technical
cr, lup c~pcricncc no ot her t •· '
world
of the future.
111h c.111 ofli:r T hen , a, a
t""
Nal'y p1l11111 uh l11~h1 . 1u 11•
As a result, the SSC Site
l,:;1111111. :il'Uk. l \ 11.11111l, anJ
Committee of the Department
oth..:r h.·dmu.:.11 1r,11nmg.
of Energy requested an interyou'll h.: r1111111g y,,ur skill,
10 \\01 k 11,1 one of the d11c
view
with Dr. Judd, one of only
loin·, 111 the \\odd
five black physicists in the
II\., h,g ,halk11i;c

WINDOW OFFICE
AVAILABLE.
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For more i'llformation call collect (713) 226-2445.

NAVY OFFICER
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U.S.,andwhohasbeenrecogn- around the world, who will
ized for his extensive and out- need
accommodations,
standing work in the field. Dr. restaurants, transportation
Judd informed the committee and even entertainment. Over
of the superlative qua\\if\ca- \be \onr. \enn \be 'P'D\\.C "W\\\
t\ons of the PV AMU High require further c.ons\ruc.\.\on,
En rgy Group and of th uni- non-t hnical employ,
nd
versity, as well as delineating other services from the com-

some other Texas programs munity.
aimed at equalizing education
"We are very excited about
and career opportunities in the program, I guess you could
this country.
say it is a dream come true,"
said Mayor Ron Leverett of
Prairie View. The economic
Along with creating improv- repurcussions of the project
ed opportunites in education will be far reaching and will
and careers, the PDRC brings help solve so many problems
fantastic economic benefits to in the area, he said. The
PVAMU, the City of Prairie lagging economy in the area
View, the surrounding com- has greatly hurt the developmunities, Waller and Harris ment of Prairie View as a
Counties, and the Houston small rural community. The
metropolitan area. The PDRC benefits are obvious and excitwill require the import of tech- ing, he added.
nical staff, who will need housThis is one reporl in a series on
ing. The center will draw
visitors and researchers from the Super Collider.

Regents Survey Prairie View
guest house is too close to
campus. The Regents said
cern over the lack of funds for that that cost for renovating
teacher salaries.
"These the guest house is under
salaries," he stated, "do not review, and subject to change.
provide incentives for quality
teachers."
*Particle
Detector
*Housing for the President: Research Center:
Physics
Pres. Alumni Assoc., Milton Prof., Dr. Judd lobbied for $1
Whitting questioned the need million each for initiation of
to spend $150,000 to renovate the PDRC at Prairie View, an
the President's Guest House. academic computing center,
He said that the president and an enhancement of acadneeds more privacy, and the emic recruitment.
Continued from pg.1

*New Postal Center: Retired chairman of Engl. Dept.,
Dr. Ann Campbell said that
there is a need for more parking space behind Prairie View
post office. She also said that
with increased enrollment,
two clerks are not enough to
handle the postal duties at PV.
The TAMUS Board of Regents
has authorized the chancellor
to pick site for a new post
office.
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SCI ENC EWE EK
PV Gets Chem. Grant
The Lubrizol Foundation program."
gave Prairie View A&M UniLubrizol
representatives
versity a grant of $4,000 for
made
a
presentation
to prescholarships in chemical
college
freshmen
attending
engineering. The Lubrizol
Petroleum Chemical Compa- the Engineering Concepts
ny also donated $500 for the Institute (ECI) Foundation
purchase of the "Safety in the this summer, and the foundaChemical Industry" film ser- tion supported the Minority
Introduction to Engineering
ies.
(MITE)
program last year on
According to foundation Prethe
PVAMU
campus. The ECI
sident
Douglas
W.
program
provides
beginning
Richardson, "The full amount
students
an
opportunity
to disof each scholarship is to be
cover
the
profession
of
engincredited to the account of a
deserving sophomore, junior eering and enroll in introducor senior studying the desig- tory courses. The MITE pronated subject and applied gram gives talented high
only to tuition." Richardson school students an overview of
added, "Selection is to be the engineering professions
made solely by the college or and exposure to university
university in accordance with life.
Dr. Wayne D. Perry, dean of
its customary procedure and
the
College of Engineering
is to be based primarly on
and
Architecture, commentscholastic achievement Good
ed,
"We look forward to
citizenship is expected and
\eadership qualities are also developing a long-term corporate-educational partnership
lmportant."

Catchings Remains Optimistic Despite Losses
By Kevin Lyons

Editor-in-Chief

Dr. Eugene Brams (Jen) explains his research projects to a visiting delegation or Chinese scientists
from Beijing Agricultural University, Inner Mongolia College of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry,
and the National Commission of Science and Rural Technology Development. The delegation's recent
visit is part of a series of scientific exchanges between China and Prairie View A&M University's
Cooperative Agricultural Research Center.

Biotechniques Produce Proteins

Advances in biotechnology
Dr. Kame\ R. 'Fotoub., head Wlth Lubfrz.o\."
may mean more health and
Richard Miller, Lubrizol wealth for all Americans. Its
of the Department of Chemical Engineering, said, "We are personnel administrator, stat- usefulness to medicine and

very pleased to accept this
scholarship grant and the safety film series from Lubrizol
Foundation, and we appreciate this initiative to help our

ed, "We trust the film series

will contribute to the success-

ful accreditation of your
chemical engineering program."

PV to Host Seminar
Dr. David N. McMurry, of
the Department of Medical
Microbiology & Immunology
at Texas A&M University, will
present a seminar entitled
"Stress and Disease Resistance." The seminar will be
held Monday, September 25 at
3:00 p.m. in room 102, Harrington Science Building. The
general public is welcome.
Dr. McMurray is a participating scientist with the Federation of American Societies
for Experimental Biology
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR
CALLING, PLUS RAISE
UP TO $1700 IN ONLY
TEN DAYSI!! STUDENT
GROUPS FRATERNITIES, &
SORORITIES NEEDED FOR
MARKETING PROJECT ON
CAMPUS. FOR DETAILS
PLUS A FREE GIFT, GROUP
OFFICIALS CALL :
1-800-950-84 72 X 10

(FASEB).

agriculture seems to be
increasing all the time.
Biotechnology means using
microorganisms, cells or parts
of cells to make useful substances. It's generally accepted
that the first successes in
biotechnology will be in producing proteins for human disease therapy. Future application for use in man include
growth hormones and clotdissolving factors to prevent
heart attacks. Proteins produced by the brain affect pain,
anger and other behavior. It's
hoped that research and pro-

F ASEB is a new
program designed to increase
the number of well-trained
minority scientists in biomedical disciplines. FASEB is
funded by the National Institute of General Medical Science, National Institutes of
Health, as a part of the Minority Access to Research Careers program. This program
brings outstanding scientists
from other institutions to aid
The Biology Department
in strengthening research and sponsored a visit earlier this
teaching capabilities at minor- week from microbiologist, Dr.
ity institutions.
Donna R. Fontana, assistant
The Biology Department at professor of the Department
Prairie View has scheduled ofMicrobiology at the Universthree days (September 25th- ity of Minnesota.
27th) of planned activities for
McMurray, who will meet with
Fontana brought her experfaculty and students of the tise to Prairie View's BenjamNatural Science Departments in Banneker College and biol(Biology, Chemistry, Physics). ogy department in hopes of
He will also be speaking to helping students to better
graduate
students
on understand the day-to-day
operations of a scientist and to
research consulting.

duction of these proteins will
lead us to an understanding of
the causes and cures for many
crippling mental illnesses.
Biotechnology is developing vaccines for infectious diseases. Progress has been
made on a malaria vaccine
and there is a near-promise of
vaccines against AIDS and
hepatitis. There's hope for
cancer too. We're learning
how to prevent normal genes
from turning into cancer causing agents.
Biotechnology may help
farmers reap better results.
Biotechnology works toward
more feed efficiency, disease
resistance and other desirable qualities for cattle, poultry

and swine. One protein Monsanto is researching was tested on dairy cows and their
milk yield increased. This
may allow cows to give 10 to 25
percent more milk on 15 percent less fee. Biotechnology
makes it possible to accelerate plant breeding and offers new ways to protect crops
and enhance yields.
Pest
resistant crops in the future
may reduce the load of conventional insecticides in the
environmenl
Biotechnology is likely to
have a significant impact on
society in the years ahead. It's
hoped that these developments will give us a healthier,
more profitable future.

Despite losing 66-0 to Jackson State, head football coach
Haney Catchings is enthused.
Despite an offense that has
not scored a point since the
first quarter of the first game,
Catchings is still enthused.
His optimism is flowing
because, as he maintains, the
football team is not playing up
to it's potential.
"There is no way that we can
win if we do not execute the
basics such as blocking, tackling, or catching. I feel that
when we start to get these
fundamentals down, then we
can start winning."
First, the Panthers need to
do the things to be competi-

Rubes®

tive. Being outscored by an
average of 50-2 in the last
three games is the fault of both
the offense and defense.
However, there have been
some bright spots in the early
going. George Glaze's endzone catch against TSU in the
first quarter of the season
opener shows that Prairie
View can be exciting. Also,
players such as Kevin Peterson, Wendell Smith, George
Payne, Cornelius Conley, and
Sean Lawson have, according
to Catchings, stood out in the
first three games.
During the game with
Southern University tomorrow, Prairie View will need
more players to stand out
against a team that many
SWAC officials predict will

Fontana received a bachelor's degree in biology from the
University of Illinois, 1976, a
master's degree in biophysics
from Michigan State University, 1980, and a doctorate in
biophysics from Michigan
State University, 1982.

Upcoming seminar presentations will be given by
PVAMU senior biology students, Terry Fitzgerald and
Kevin E. Jefferson.
Other seminars this fall will
be presented by PVAMU graduates, Velva and Dalton
McWhinney, and Black Executive Exchange Program members, Dr. Willie Mae Coram,
Dr. Phillip Merchant, Jr. and
Dr. Earl L White. Contact Dr.
Humphrey in the biology
department for further details.

ment. It is even harder when
the first string quarterback
(Kevin Phillips) is lost for the
season with a broken ankle.
However, Catchings remains
optimistic that the Panthers
will be able to salvage the
season.
"Yes, the strike has depleted our level of talent, but I
have not noticed any of the
players not giving there all in
practice or in the games," stated Catchings. "I don't think
any of the players would intentionally play bad in front of
their friends or families in
order to make a point. As far
as the quarterback situation is
concerned, Danny, (Danny
Hull is the starting quarterback with the injuries to
Kevin Phillips and Michael

Sept. 9,1989 Football Box
SWT 41, Prairie \Jiew 0

By Leigh Rubin

Prairie View
SWT

3

7
1
29
29
35
169
64
198

STUDENT
CLASSIFIEDS
Wanted:
piano and art
teachers, swimming and
computer intructors for a
10-yr. old. (Tues. or Thurs.
afternoon preferred) Please
call 826-3668 after 5 pm.

SWT
FIRSTDOWNS
rushing
passing
penalty
RUSHING ATT.
net yards
PASSING ATT.
net yards
TOTAL PLAYS
net yards

17

11

Need
lawnmowing and
hauling done.
Please call
826-3668 after 5pm.

6
0

50
181
24
212
74
393

.
Poor personal hygiene earned him the reputation
as the league's most offensive lineman.

1989 PVAMU FOOTBALL RESULTS
DATE

PV

09/02
09/09
09/16
09/23

07 Texas Southern Univ.
00 Southwest Texas State
0 0 Jackson State Univ.
Southern University
Grambling State Univ.
U. of Ark/Pine Bluff
OPEN
Alabama State Univ.
Mississippi Valley St.
Langston University
Alcorn State Univ.

09/30

10/07
10/14

I 0/2 1
10/28
11 /04
1 1/11

Opp.

REC.

45
0-1(0-1)
41
0-2(0-2)
6 6 0-3(0-3)
College Station
Dallas. TX.
Little Rock, Ark.
Montgomery. Al.

HOME
Langston, Oki.
Lorman, Ms.

Sept. 16, 1989 Football Box
JSU 66, Prairie View o

Prairie View 00
JSU

Prairie View will need to
post a 5-2 record during the
remainder of the season in
order to match last season's 55 record. With three straight
blowouts, that feat seems
unl ikely. However, four of
those games will be against
teams that the Panthers
defeated last year. Nevertheless, Catchings refuses to predicta finishing standing.
"I will not put added pressure on my team by trying to be
a forecaster.
I will say
this...We will not finish with
an 0-10 record."
That remains to be seen.

00 00 00 00
07 07 00 27

PVU
11

McDade) is playing well considering he was thrown into a
pressure situation being fresh
out of high school."

\> ANTHER. A.DS MAKE CE ~S

SWf--Collins 42 punt return (Howe lcick)
SWf--Washington 10 run (Howe kick)
SWf--Rivers 68 run (Howe lcick)
SWT--Murphy 49 pass from Smith
(Howe kick)
SWf--Washington 4 run (Howe kick)
SWT--Parrs 6 pass from Walker (kick
blocked)

Microbiologist Visits Scholars
encourage minority students
to pursue scientific careers.
Her visit was in conjunction
with the American Society for
Microbiology and its Visiting
Scientist Program.

finish seventh in the conference. Catchings believes that
Southern is better than many
people give them credit for.
"Southern University is not
a seventh place team, just like
we are not an eighth place
team," stated Catchings.
"They have a lot of talent as
evidenced in their victory
over Alcorn State whom many
pick to finish third in the
conference. They also have a
quarterback who was the best
at his position coming out of
high school in Louisiana. So
we will really need to be prepared when we play them in
College Station."
In the Panthers defense, it is
hard to be prepared when the
off-season is marred by a players strike that hinders recruit-

00 00

oo

21 10 28 07

JSU-- Dixon 6 run (Ayozic kick)
JSU--Gregory 24 run (Ayozic kick)
JSU--Johnson 7 run (Ayozic kick)
JSU--Hall 31 run (Ayozic kick)
JSU--Ayozie 32 field goal
JSU--Wclls 77 interception return (Ayozic
Icicle)
JSU--Barnctt from Gregory 75 pass
(Ayozic kick)
JSU--Johnson 7 run (Ayozic kick)

;u..Robinson S run (Ayozic kick)
'U--Easterling from Smith 7 pass
(Ayozie kick)

PVU
11

2
3
6
39
5

FIRST DOWNS
rushing
passing
penalty

RUSHINGATT.
net yards

26

PASSING ATT.

77
65
82

net yards
TOTAL Pl.AYS
net yards

JSU
21

9
11
1
35

Advertise! Advertise!
Do you want to sell a book.
a bike, a car? Do you need
a tutor, a tuba, a ride
home? Make a deal thru lh
Panther.
We are now
accepting classifieds from
students and staff.
Th
price is $2.50 per collum
inch -- that's six line
max. Just bring what yo
want to say and $2.50
room 209 in Hilliard Hal
Mon - Fri, 8am - 5pm.

292
24
272
59
569

COLLEG: R:P WA\TEO to d •str l :ute
• St . dent Rate· su:scr l ptl o" cards
at t his campus Goo:: l n~om e. For
tnrorm all: n ana a: pll~ atton wri te to
COLL: GI AT E MAR<: TI\$ SERV ICES,
30 3 w. : enter Ave Mo: resv tlle, NC

281 ' 5.

704/ 663 -0963
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Fabulous Success Story Signed' S'ncerly Yours'

Fashion Doesn't ''Faze'' Prairie View Student

By Kimetris Baltrip
Copy Editor

various organizations and
activities on Prairie View's
campus.
The group recently added
A musical phenomenon is
subtly rising out of Prairie Jimmy Braggs and John Bell as
View, and if you pay close the 'SY-Tricky Phi Dancers',
attention, you will see that it is and Darrell Harris as rapper.
signed and sealed, 'S'ncerly There are also many faculty
members and others working
Yours'.
Indeed a hot, new group, to carry S'ncerly Yours to the
entitled S'ncerly Yours, plans top.
S'ncerly Yours is only
on stamping its mark on Texas
months away from releasing
and the world of music.
Founded on December 2 , its first album entitled "Sever1988, this unique group of al Good Reasons", and hopesongsters got their start right fully, this group will give you
here on the campus of Prairie 'several good reasons' to
check them out
View A&M University.
With no prior experience
The four young men responsible for sending out the working with r ecording comsounds of S'ncerly Yours are panies and song artists, Adam
lead singer, James Ross of Barnett, the group's manager,
Houston, Tx, singer/song writ- is carrying S'ncerly Yours
er, Greg 0 . Stewart of Oakland, through the stardom system
Ca,
singer/choreographer, step by step.
Vincent Paige of Da\las, Tx,
The first step was overcomand b ass gu'ltar 'lsV 'keyboard ing conflicting personalities.
player, Napoleon Milton of Barnett felt nothing could be
Liberia.

accomplished if they could

S'ncerly Yours has gained
exposure by performing at a
Peabo Bryson and Regina Bell
concert as VIP's, the Blue Ice
Nite Club In Houston, the
Texas Youth Convention, and
other places, as well as for

not work together as brothers.
Vincent Paige pointed out
there were conflicts even before they became an official
group. Paige said he frowned
on the idea of working with
James Ross.

"I didn't want to be in it with
him (Ross) because of basketball," Paige explained.
"James used to always talk
noise on the basketball court
when he couldn't even play
basketball."
Barnett said what he finds
fascinating about Paige is his
vocal range.
"Yeah, sometimes I don't
think he (Paige) has any male
parts," Ross interjected.
Paige grinned .
After d ifferences were settled, the se r ious planning and
training began.
The group started training
with the only resources they
had. They rehearsed their
vocals and harmony for hours
daily in their dormitory rooms.
Eventually, they made many
weekly trips to recording studios in Houston.
The trips to the recording
studios would not have been
complete if they did not have
background music. Napoleon
Milton was the ace in this
category.
Milton, who has been in
America for only three years,
started writing and producing
music before becoming a part
of S'ncerly Yours. In fact,

CiET AM EDCiE ON LIFE AND
AM EDCiE ON COLLEGE.
The Anny can
help you get an edge
on a college education.
When you enlist
for kill rrainmg in
one of over tiicy
·pec1alne , you
could qualil)· for
the Montgomery
\,liege Fund anJ earn :,eyenteen thousand
dollars 111 college mnne\' \\ 1rh ,l.C"\\'ll-vear t'nlisrment.
It's true that \'l'u'll sr.ur Cl,llege tWll rears l.uer than planned,
hut wu'll he a \\hllle llit \,·isc:r. ffillre mature anJ ~en:nreen chousanJ J pllars richer.
Tl~ Ami,· 1:- ,1 leammg exrenence m irsd f, lme that can g1w
ynu an e~ige lln lite. Call \'llur h :al Amw Recruiter and ask ahout
llllr special Twn-)ear En li~rment.
WILLOW B ROOK RECRU:, ING .57ATION
:n7f, FM 149. SUITE .!J

HOUSTON, TEXAS 7706J. 1003
1713) 955-7~0:

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE~

S'ncerly Yours sings to some
of Milton's original music.
Barnett was anxious to use
Milton's talenl
"I heard this African dude
could play his butt off sol went
to talk to the African dude,"
Barnett giggled.
"At first, I thought h e (Barnett) was just talking crazy and
just had this crazy dream,"
Milton said of being asked to
join the group.
After agreeing to join, Milton could be found in his room
leaning with a cool, mellowness over his keyboard, a
toothpick sticking out of the
side of his mouth. Greg 0.
Stewart might be sitting close
by singing fine tunes and song
lyrics that he wrote as Milton
practiced on the keyboard.
After hours of pract icing
and much frustration, S'ncerly Yours not only produced
well over 20 songs, but also
developed a brotherly love
that has made them inseparable.
"It feels like I grew up with
them," Stewart said.
"Yeah, we'r e one big family
now," Paige adde d.
Barnett's role is both big
brother and manager for S'ncerly Yours. As a manager , h e
is res ponsible for hand! ing
the group's legal work, and as
a big brothe r, he took the
responsibility of settling disputes, fulfi lling each of their
personal requests, and even
providing the ir meals.
"I h ated Greg and Vince
because they bothe red me for

such frivolous things," Barnett joked. "They thought I
was eating and not feeding
them."
Barnett spoke of all the calling card expenses, Discove r
card expenses, and othe r
expenses he paid.
He does not regret any of the
investme nts he made, but he is
feeling th e pressures of fi nancial obligations, time obligat ions, and obligations to the
famil ies of S'ncerly Yours.
"The guys' parents entrusted the m to me and I'm under a
lot of pressure," Barnett
stressed. "I mean if they don't
make it, their parents are
going to look at me and say, 'my
son doesn't h ave an education;
my son doesn't have anything'."
Although the group calls
him 'Jaw Muscle' because h e
talks so much, Barnett's strong
leadership is paying off.
S'ncerly Yours is already
planning for tentative performances in New Orleans
and England.
Barnett said many producers are anxious to get S'ncerly
Yours to sign with their
record labels. Currently, the
group is negotiating contracts
with Soar Record Company
and Rebel Record Company.
Ask Barnett how he and the
group accomplished so much
in such a short period of t ime
and he will tell you that it was
not easy.
.
"S'ncerly Yours was no overnight success," Barnett sa id.
"We paid our price."

By Charisse Galloway

LifeStyles Editor
How do you spell George H.
Smith? Try Cosi L'uomo, Perry Ellis, and Georgio Armani.
George Smith, a junior
majoring in marketing, is an
incoming entrepreneu r in the
world of fashion.
George entered th e world of
fashion with knowledge that
he acquired from reading
about the industry, experience in the pr ofession, the
production of fashion shows
and the desire in his heart and
mind to achieve his goals in
this career.
He has developed a style
and used it to format George
H. Smith P roductions, wh ich

is a company focusing on the
production of a wide varie ty of
shows in the fashion arena.
George is synonymous with
the word art in the fashion
world. His perfectly shined
shoes and belt to match, tailored pants and tapered shirt,
and precision haircut constitute the unified style of George
Smith.
George did not dream this
concept into existence. He
put forth an effort and now one
of his dreams has become a
reality.
George plans to increase his
knowledge in fashion and
acquire more knowledge in
the area of business and
marketing. Later, he would

themselves, others will consider them as gay," stated George.
Men can dress fashionably
and carry themselves in such a
manner that people will not
perceive them as gays.
When asked what advice he
those who care about what
they wear, those who do not wanted to give to the fashion
care about what they wear, conscious people here at
and those who are afraid to Prairie View, George Said,
express themselves through
"Be self-secure, not conceitthe medium of fashion.
ed. Daring, different and most
"Women on campus general- of all take pride in yourselves.
ly do not have a problem After all, fashion is simply an
expressing their style through expression who you are."
their wardrobes, but men do.
Here are a few tips that may
Men tend to be afraid of the help someone to become a
stereotypes that come along more effective dresser.
with fashion. In wanting to be
George's Fashion Advice:
accepted as the average guy,
Scuffed-up shoes - A man's
they fear that in expressing shoes must always be polish-

ed. Shoes and belt must match.
Thin men must always have
pleats in their pants to give the
appearance of more weight.
Heavier men should weat
more tapered clothing.
Men's hair should always be
kept to perfection.
Women should never overdo make-up or half-do their
make-up.
Finger nails and toenails
must be kept clean and polished.
Women's
hair
should
always be styled and neat
Women who wear weaves
should keep them up well.
Men and Women should
express simplicity in jewelry.
Overcrowding defeats the
purpose.

Pee's and Vee's Debuts Successfully 2nd Y. eaT
By Valjean Shaw

Staff Writer
On Saturday night, September 16, 1989, Pee's and Vee's
celebrated its second year
with a overwhelming turnout
and with good reviews from
students and staff alike.
In addition to the music
played by the dynamic Terrance Holliday, the au dience
was also enterta ined by the
music of Miss Prair ie View,
Mary Ann Palmer and the 'Just

Do

You

Us' Band. Director of Enterta- with a social setting without
inment, James Johnson says" the effects of too much alcohol
The live entertainment gives consumption." Althouth the
Pee's and Vee's a different dress code is strictly semiatmosphere and allows stu- formal, there were students
dents a chance to showcase whose dress attire included
h idden talent.
shorts. "This Pee's and Vee's
Pee's and Vee's which also
serves non-alcoholic bev- was more laid back, but the .
next Pee's and Vee's will be
erages provides the students
strictly -~·mi-formal - NO
with a different type of social
EXCEPTION5 ·•
stated
scene dur ing the weekend.
Johnson.
Johnson states,"Most parties
on campus have alcohol, so we
Kerr ie Berry e njoyed the
want to provide the stud ent opportur>ity to ' get out and

Wovld

,f 11"
-toR US , fnese 3vy5
~RSoN {o 3° fo cfoss !
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IMPORTANT NOTICE TO ALL STUDENTS

like to own his own men's
clothing store specia lizing in
seductive clothing for men.
According to George, there
are three types of dressers
here on campus. There are

hAe,et

+htrf-

shake her p ants' "Fee's and
Vee's was an excellent source
of weekend entertainment I
enjoyed the dancing, even
though the dance floor should
have been bigger. The live
entertainment was a nice
change of pace." Another student commented that "Pee's
and Vee's offered the students
the ch ance to intermingle
with other students on a social
. ,,
1
b as1s.

ed themselves at the on-cam-

pus 'Nite Club Scene'
Pee's and Vee's takes place
the third Saturday in every
Month, the next 'Club Scene'
will be the weekend before
Homecoming. Johnson and

his committe will open the
next Pee's and Vee's to the
tunes of ~.C. H~m~er. "The
th eme ;'111 ,be, ~ts Get It
Started, we re gomg to start
th·1s year ,s Homecommg
. w1·th
Many students really enjoy- a bang!"

Rubes

By Leigh Rubin

,.,.

LEGISUTIVE CHANGE IN THE OPTION TO PAY
TUITION BY INSTALLMENT
Effective with the Spring Semester 1990, tuition and
fees during the Fall and Spring Semesters shall be paid
through the following alternatives:

full payment of tuition and fees in advance of the
beginning of the semester; or

(1)

(2)
One-half payment of tuition and fees in advance
of the beginning of the semester, one-quarter payment
prior to the start of the sixth class week, and the fin al
one-quarter payment before the beginning of the
eleventh class week.

EDWARD W. MARTIN, I TERIM VP ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
··We've. (cough. cough). come a. (ha~~ I.
long way. (wheeze. coughl. babies
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University Life is Bound to Get Better... Soon
By Kevin Lyons

Editor-in-Chief
Freshmen.
Transfer
students. Welcome to Prairie
View A&M University. Okay, I
know it is late September, but
welcome anyway.
Feeling
overcrowded? Nauseated?
Upset that the Panther basketb... oops, I mean football
team gave up 66 points in a

loss to Jackson State last
week. Well whatever you do,
don't transfer. Why? Because
things can, and eventually will
get better around the yard.
However, they will only get
better if you make things happen. Don't let "little" things
like registration or housing
get you down. If, and when,
you graduate from here, little
things will always be in your
way; bills, job rejections,
financial instabilities.
So,
what you are experiencing
now is peanuts compared to
the trials that you are bound to
go through in your later years.
How will things get better

here at Prairie View. For
starters, and I hate to be honest, but approximately 25 percent of you will not be here for
the spring semester. Gumption, "Greenbacks," or Grades
will not be good enough for
you to return a month after
Christmas. This shrinkage
will allow the other 75% of you
to stay in less crowded quarters, and work towards a degree that will probably take you
4 1/2 to 5 years to attain.
Okay, so now you have a
place to stay, but it's still a
strain on your pocketbook to
pay the $2.50 for a bottle of
Pepto Bismol after a bout with

DRESS FOR SUCCESS.

the chicken at Alumni Hall.
Personally, during the years
that I have spent down here, I
have gotten used to the food.
As you stay down here longer,
the horse meat will begin to
taste like hamburger. The
silkweed will begin to taste
like spaghetti, and yes, the
mildew will begin to taste like
meatloaf. So stop spending all
of your money at McDonalds
and Pizza Hut, because you
are going to have to get used to
the food sooner or later.
So now the football team.
How can being outscored 1527 in the last three games be
looked at on the bright side.

Who's to Blame for
Prairie View Mishaps
By Kimberly Tyrance
Newsweek Editor
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Think of it like this, what else
can go wrong. An off-season
plagued by a player's strike,
and a broken ankle suffered by
the starting quarterback
should leave you thinking that
sports here at PV can only get
better. It usually does! PV
plays Southern tommorow,
they beat them last year, 20-14.
The women's track team is the
best in SWAC. The men's
basketball team is coming off a
year in which they lose no
starters.
So stick around. Enjoy some
of the finer things at PV
Things are bound to get better!

This semester we all have
done our share of complaining
about the housing problem
and the registration process.
Most of us blame PVAMU
and the hard working staff we
come in contact with during
such fustrating times.
Well, my brothers/sisters
and other fellow colleagues, I
feel obligated to defend the
two.
Prairie View A&M Universit· is an excellent institution
that deserves more credit
than it is given. As for the staff,
they do their best considering
what they are given to work
with. Not to mention the many
frustrated not-so-kind personalities they assist on a daily
basis.
So, if it's not PVAMU nor the
immediate staff: WHO IS IT?
Who should we blame for
being packed in a room like a
can of ~rdines?
Who should we blame for
the marathon registration process?
Who should we blame for
the computer foul-ups and the
long lines we all hcfd to stand
in?
Who should we blame for
the high prices and poor qual-

ity of food available to the
student body and faculty.
To answer these questions,
we must focus on the Administration at PVAMU. The top
officials who are responsible for the management and
for the appropriate distribution of funds.
High-paying positions in the
fis c.il affairs department
headed up by Jerry Neef have
been filled by Mr. Louis
Rodriguez and Mr. Bob Roberts.
Are they competent officials? Do these men care
about the welfare of student
body at PVAMU or _are they
just here to collect their top
salaries?
Colleagues if we must complain or blame someone for
the irritating problems at
PVAMU.... then surely we must
take it to the TOP!!
Let's contact state legislators, Black Caucus members,
the local assistant District
Attorney (Mr. A M. 'Buddy'
McCaig, Jr. at 826-3357), the
Texas Attorney General (Jim
Mattox), etc. and demand that
they do something.
The students, staff, and
faculty at PVAMU deserve the
same treatment and opportunites as those at our sister
university TAMU.
Don't you agree?

LaTonya Cameron, Fr., English, Dallas, Tx: "Prairie View
gives blacks a chance to achieve
a goal that otherwise may not be
achieved at a more expensive
school."

Karen Jinks, Sr., Education,
Waller, Tx: "The size of the
university allows for small classes and a good rapport between
student and teacher."

George Johnson, Fr., Poli-SCi.,
Houston, Tx: "The musical program here as one of the better
marching bands and drum sections in the nation."

Paul Sloan, Sr., RadilrTV, Dallas, Tx: "PV is a growing Black
college on the move. It gives
Blacks a chance to be in control
of their future. "

Brian White, Jr., SpeechComm., Dallas, Tx: "Students
are able to learn how to advance
politically, economically, and
socit ly in the real world."

Reach Down... Brick By Brick, Let's Rebuild
By Don Gray
ViewPoints Editor

THAT'S OVER TWENTY- damn. I can however assure Prairie View. I can only pray heed, it's time to jack and slam
ONE MILLION DOLLARS you that this is only the begin- that a few of you out there the house. Semper F\de\\s
Alas, faculty, staff, and stu- MORE THAN PRESENTLY ning of important messages to have the ab\\ity to read bet- M..P. a\ways ta\\hfu\. N.-W A
dents, you are not "just one ALLOCATED. Personally. I the people. There is much ween the Jines (the immature
voice crying out in the wilder- really don't blame the system more to come concerning the Janguage,etc) and take the
Next Issue: The B_oys Are
ness." I personally apologize for this. What I would like to people and going ons in the initiaUve to truly rebuild "The Back In Town: Who is Jerry
for the delay, but as you know, know is where are all of our upper echelons of our beloved Hill" brick by brick Take Neef?
it takes time to verify the representatives on the board
information you have so gra- of Regents and why isn't someciously provided. Thank
body asking them what in the
you...now let the throwdown
world is going on? Can you
begin!
spell, I'm just a 'tom' working
Those of you who actually
for my pay check?
read the papers know that the
Perhaps some of this crap is
* Lubrication
Texas A&M University Admin- a result of a lack of integrity on
Filter
istrative budget increased by the part of some of the people
48%. Prairie View's budget all- who run the place. I just had to
* Oil Change
PLUS FREE TIRE ROTATION
otment is based on 'formula sit down and write, that the
WITH PRAIRIE VIEW A&M STUDENT ID AND THIS COUPON
funding' determined by stu- time has come for someone to
dent enrollment Prairie View reach down and grab some
OFFER EXPIRES 11/1/89
A & Mhas the largest increase balls instead of embezzling,
in the number of students mismanaging, and remaining
enrolled, yet only a 0.5% apathetic
while
farting
increase per student managed around worrying about word15% OFF PARTS & 10% OFF LABOR !
to trickle down through the ing sentences in a diplomatic
Aggie pipeline compared to manner. My eyes would
WITH PRAIRIE VIEW A&M STUDENT ID & THIS COUPON
their own 7.1% increase. The appreciate it if I weren't offI
Panther (PVAMU) budget ended every time I come
OFFER EXPIRES 1/9/90
I
increased a whopping 9.2% across figures such as those
and the Aggie budget increas- above! Now is the time for
ed by a tiny 12.4%. Oh dear, someone to show some teshow damn sad! Since I'm not a ticle fortitude and throw out
math major (and currently the message to the people so
having trouble with trig- that we can get answers and
onometry!) it took me a while action... "by any means necessto figure all of this out, but yes ary."
35 Miles West of Houston on Hwy. 290
the figures are correct If each
Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30am-6:00pm • Saturdays 7:30am-12:00 nn~,.
"Listen, has anybody out
Oorect lines from Conroe: 539-2452, Bryan: 779-3800, Hempslead 826-2411
of us recieved the same there seen my old friend Mart17 Houston Hothnes 463-8484
amount of money per student in? He freed alotofpeople, but
as each of them, according to it seems the good die young. I
'the formula' our budget turned my head one day and
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS
would be 79.4 million dollars. the man was gone... Lord, Lord
GINttii MOtoiico1,01£r10•
For those of us still buzzing he was gone." In the end, I
from last nights forty ounce, know that nobody gives a
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Ms. Armstrong Should
Be More Sensitive
Dear Ms. Armstong,

schools, organizations, churches
and buines es
• Customized T- Shirts
• Leather Work

• Lingerie

• Sunglasses

• Earrings
• Caps

• Plaques

• Buttons
• Trophies

• Sweats

• License Plates
• Jackets

• Bike Bags
MUCHMORE!!

NEW ORGANIZATION DESIGNS ARE
AVAILABLE AND ARRIVING SOON

LOCATED IN THE STUDENT CENTER
ACROSS FROM THE GAME ROOM

Was there a lack of"important" issues for you to write about?
Couldn't you have put that space to a better use? If you had to
write about obesity, why couldn't you have written something
like obese women have a hard enough time trying to get their
bodies in shape without people laughing or making wise
cracks. You, being a former obese sister, should be able to
associate with this. Most of us have heard "lose weight,
exercise, think of the health advantages" all our lives, we don't
need you to remind us once again. But I must commend you for
presenting a sensitive and sensible point of view.
Ms. Armstrong, in all fairness, I must ask you about the
number of obese men on campus. Although the number of
women outnumbers the men, there are quite a few men with
beer bellies walking around. Do these men not have the same
responsibility to their bodies as we obese women?
I must agree with you that there are quite a few obese women
on campus. Some of which are quite happy, while others are
nol I just don't understand why you feel as though you should
be the one to tell me to take responsibility for my body. Surely
there were better topics to write about.
YOUR SLOWLY BUT SURELY THIN SISTER
P.S. The food services could help out by replacing the selfservice salad bars. Thank you for allowing me to "exercise" my
opinions.

Don Gray Needs to
Watch His Word Usage

ARTIE'S
RESTAURANT
LOCATED AT CAMPUS ENTRANCE
OPEN FOR BUSINESS
11 :00 A.M. TO 11 :00 PM MON-SAT.
3:00 P.M.-8:00 P.M. SUNDAYS

SERVING: LUNCH
DINNER
HOT AND COLD SANDWICHES
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL FOODS

STUDENT MEAL TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE
CALL IN ORDERS 857-5623

Dear Mr. Gray,
I just had to sit down and write that I find your language
printed in your article "Registration Could Be Better if We All
Cooperate," very offensive and shouldn't be printed in your
paper or any other.
I believe anything that needs to be said can be said without
resorting to foul language. I heard once, that persons that
resort to cursing and foul language, for lack of anything else to
say, have empty minds.
In this case, it must be true. In the future, would you please
try to word your sentences in such a way that gets the point
across, but said in a diplomatic manner?
My eyes would appreciate it.
Shirley Nixon
Employee/Staff
Prairie View A & M University
Editorial.Letters mu.st be 200 words or less. The staff reserves the right
to decide which letters will be published, and has the right to edit any
letters for style length, or libel. Each letter must be typed or legibly
written, and must include the name, adress and phone number of the
writer. AU letters submitted become the property of THE PANTHER.

John B. Coleman Library
Operating Hours
Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

-

7:30am-ll:30pm
7:30am-5:00pm
8:00am-5:00pm
3:00pm-11:00pm

